It has often been claimed that conditionals have a special relation to modality. This study empirically tests this claim by examining the frequency of modal marking in a number of conditional and non-conditional structures using a corpus-based approach. It then seeks to provide explanations for the emerging frequency patterns in light of the tenets of two linguistic theories: Lexical Grammar and Construction Grammar. This juxtaposition was motivated by the significant overlap in their tenets: both theories take into account meaning (semantic and pragmatic), as well as lexical and grammatical factors.
Motivation and Background
The connection between conditionality and modality has long been asserted (Sweetser 1990:141) . Comrie (1986:89) claims that a conditional "never expresses the factuality of either of its constituent propositions." Turner (2003:135) presents the intuitive view that "conditionals are not part of fact-stating discourse: conditionals, instead, express uncertainties." Similarly, Huddleston and Pullum (2002:741) state that "If P (then) Q is a weaker statement that Q on its own", adding that "the conditional construction is conducive to the expression of modality" (ibid.:744).
1 Nuyts (2001:352) reports that "conditionals have an intimate link with the domain of epistemic qualification." Palmer (1986:189) comments that "modality seems […] to be doubly marked in conditionals." More precisely, Dancygier (1998:72) states that "the presence of if in the construction marks the assumption in its scope as unassertable. As a result, the assumption in the apodosis, which belongs to the same mental space as the protasis, is not treated as asserted either" (see also Bybee et al. 1994:208) . However, the relation between modality and conditionals has not been empirically investigated − apart from Gabrielatos (2007b) , a critical summary of which is provided at the end of this section.
Indirect support for the above claims has come from the multi-dimensional analysis of texts carried out by Biber (1988) , who statistically established seven "dimensions", that is, "sets of linguistic features that typically occur together in texts" (Biber et al. 1998:146) , because "they are used for a shared set of communicative functions in those texts" (Biber 1988:101) . Two dimensions are pertinent to this study, as they are the only ones containing conditional subordination. The dimension of the "overt expression of persuasion" (Biber 1988:111) is closely related to the use of modality, in that it "marks the degree to which persuasion is marked overtly, whether overt marking of the speaker's own point of view, or an assessment of the advisability or likelihood of an event presented to persuade the addressee" (Biber 1988:111) . This dimension comprises seven features, five of which are overt modal markers: conditional subordination, prediction modals (e.g., will), necessity modals (e.g., must), possibility modals (e.g., may), and suasive verbs (lexical verbs with deontic or volitional senses, e.g., demand, suggest) (Biber 1988:102-115) . The two remaining features (infinitives and split auxiliaries) are also linked to the use of modality: the presence of infinitives can be seen as a necessary corollary of the presence of modal and suasive verbs. Biber (1988:111) states that in this dimension the adjective or verb acting as the head "frequently encodes the speaker's attitude or stance towards the proposition encoded in the infinitival clause", as in 'hoped to see it'. The presence of split auxiliaries (i.e., auxiliaries separated from the main verb by adverbs) is likely due to the use of adverbs, which are "often modals" (Biber 1988: 111) , as in (1).
2 (1) Conversely, if the definition changed, there would probably be a corresponding change in the pupil's actions in that context. [FB6 455] The second dimension pertinent to this study is that of "involved versus informational production" (Biber 1988:107) . It contrasts linguistic features "associated with an involved, non-informational focus" with those associated with "high informational focus and a careful integration of information in the text" (ibid.:104). Four "involved"' features are relevant to the expression of modality: conditional subordination, possibility modals (e.g., may), general hedges (e.g., maybe), private verbs, which can be used with modal meaning (e.g., feel, know), as they "are used to flag uncertainty or lack of precision in the presentation of information" (Biber 1988:106) . The co-occurrence of conditionals with modality in the above two dimensions is rendered more significant if we consider that the twelve linguistic features listed above are not included in any of the other five dimensions; that is, modality seems to be unique to these dimensions.
Empirical support for the extent of modal marking (henceforth 'modal load' or 'ML') in ifconditionals was provided in Gabrielatos (2007b) , who used keyword analysis to compare a sample of 853 if-conditionals from the written BNC with two reference corpora: the written BNC Sampler and FLOB, which were used as representative samples of written language use in general. 3 Both comparisons showed that the sample of if-conditionals contained modal markers in much higher frequency than the reference corpora. However, limitations in the scope, data, and methodology suggest that the above results should be treated with caution. The manual analysis of the sample indicated that about 15 percent of if-clauses had non-conditional uses. Also, the sample included even if structures, which are not unanimously regarded as purely conditional (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:985-986; Quirk et al. 1985 Quirk et al. :1099 . This did not allow for comparisons between if-conditionals and conditional-concessives with even if. What is more, the study did not examine conditionals with other subordinators (e.g., assuming, in case); therefore, it could not establish whether the higher frequency of modal markers in the sample of if-conditionals was unique to this structure, or a shared characteristic of all conditionals. For the same reasons, Gabrielatos (2007b:13) acknowledges that it was not possible to establish whether there were differences between particular conditional and non-conditional structures. Also, keyword analysis effectively treats the compared corpora as two lists of word-forms. As a result, comparisons included clauses that were extraneous to the if-conditionals (Gabrielatos 2007b: 11; see also Gabrielatos 2005 Gabrielatos , 2010 , which is likely to have resulted in the overor under-estimation of the frequency of modal marking in if-conditionals (see Ball 1994:299-300) . Equally importantly, frequency comparisons of word-forms cannot be seen as a reliable approach when the focus is on modal senses, which can be expressed by a variety of lexical, morphological, and syntactic means (see section 3.3 below). To address the above limitations, this study has expanded the scope of the analysis, examining a much larger number of relevant structures, and has used a more fine-grained methodology, which employs manual analysis of random samples and tailor-made metrics.
Lexical Grammar and Construction Grammar
This section will outline the two theoretical frameworks informing this study, namely Construction Grammar (CxG) and Lexical Grammar (LG). The fairly detailed outline and comparison is motivated by four interrelated reasons: a) Both LG and CxG acknowledge the interaction of lexis and grammar, and both account for semantic and pragmatic meaning. However, they differ considerably in the way these aspects are utilized and, more so, prioritized in linguistic description. b) The two theories would offer different explanations for the ML of conditionals. c) LG informed the selection of the theoretical constructs and methodological techniques employed in Gabrielatos (2007b) . As this approach had important shortcomings in both respects (see section 1 above), this led to seeking explanations from the perspective of CxG. d) Their respective tenets and constructs have methodological implications (see section 3 below).
Lexical Grammar
Lexical Grammar (Sinclair, 2004:164) can be more usefully regarded as a family of closely related approaches sharing the tenet that grammar emerges from the interaction and patterning of lexis in discourse (Hoey 2005:1; Sinclair 1991:100) . The impetus for these approaches, and their unifying element, is the notion of "collocation", which was proposed by Firth (1957:195-196) as an approach to establishing meaning rather than to deriving grammatical description, distinguishing "meaning by collocation" from the "conceptual or idea approach to the meaning of words." According to Sinclair (1991:115-116) , examining the collocates of a word is akin to its "semantic analysis." Collocation is a relation of "mutual expectancy" between words (Firth 1968:181) -that is, collocation is approached as a probabilistic relation (Hoey 1991:6-7; Partington 1998:16; Stubbs 2002:64) . More importantly, LG sees collocation as "a purely lexical relation […] which ignores any syntactic relation between the words" (Stubbs 2001:64) . Collocations are usually established automatically, through the statistical calculation of the actual and expected frequencies of occurrence of the node and each collocate, within a span of 4-5 words on the right and left of the node (see Hoffmann et al. 2008:142-158; McEnery & Hardie 2012:122-133) . A related construct, which takes account of grammar (while retaining the primacy of lexis posited in LG) is "colligation": the co-occurrence of a) content and function words, and b) words and grammatical categories (Hoey 1997:8; Sinclair 2004:174; Stubbs 2002:238) .
Regarding meaning, LG posits two constructs, both hinging on co-occurrence: "semantic preference" (Stubbs 2001:65) is the attraction "between a lemma or word form and a set of semantically related words" (Sinclair 2004:174) , whereas "semantic prosody" is the pragmatic meaning expressed by the use of word co-occurrences in context (Sinclair 1996:87-88) .
LG recognizes that word-forms can be polysemous, and that different senses of a word can have their own collocation patterns (Hunston & Francis 2000:37, 83) . However, Hunston and Francis (2000:85) add that not all words with a similar sense can be expected to have the same patterns. The above, and in particular the issue of polysemy, are directly relevant to the interpretation of results in the light of LG and CxG (see section 4 below). Sinclair (1996) posited the "extended unit of meaning" (ibid.:75), or "lexical item" (ibid.:90), comprising the following components: a) The core (a word or phrase); b) its collocates; c) its semantic preference; d) its semantic prosody; e) its colligations (see also Cheng et al. 2009:239, 248-249; Stubbs 2009:123-126) . However, not all components are of equal status: apart from the core, only collocation (i.e., patterning of word-forms) and semantic prosody (i.e., pragmatic meaning) are obligatory, the rest being optional (Cheng et al. 2009:239; Sinclair 2004:174; Stubbs 2009:124) . It is worth noting that the only LG constructs compatible with the notion of a conditional structure are those of colligation and semantic preference -both deemed optional in the make-up of extended units of meaning.
Constructions and Construction Grammar
Constructions are "conventionalized pairings of form and function" (Goldberg 2006:1) , with particular elements pertaining to their form and meaning. The former specify morphological, phonological, lexical, and syntactic properties, whereas the latter specify semantic, pragmatic, and discourse attributes (Croft & Cruse 2004:258; Fillmore et al. 1988:501; Fried & Östman 2004:18-21, 30) . Crucially, a core characteristic of CxG is that it does not make a distinction between lexis and grammar: words and even morphemes are regarded as constructions in their own right (Fried & Östman 2004:12, 18, 28; Goldberg 2006:5, 18; Goldberg & Jackendoff 2004:532-533) . In light of the latter characteristic, Tomasello (2003:100) provides a particularly useful definition: "A construction is prototypically a unit of language that comprises multiple linguistic elements used together for a relatively coherent communicative function, with subfunctions performed by the elements as well." Similarly, Fillmore (1986:163) sees constructions as being "sensitive to subtle structural patterns whose total effects cannot be seen as the compositional product of its parts but must be described in terms of separate grammatical constructions" (italics in the original). At the same time, the meaning of the construction is not divorced from the meanings of its parts, as "they strongly motivate the meaning of the whole construction" (Dancygier & Sweetser 2005:41) . The implication of the above is that examining the meaning of a conditional construction can usefully take into account the meaning of its component parts: the subordinator, the protasis (the subordinate clause), and the apodosis (the main clause) -and the nature of the link holding between protasis and apodosis.
The characteristics discussed above give rise to the "principle of no synonymy" between constructions (Goldberg 1995:67-71) , which entails that differences in the formal components of constructions can be expected to result in differences in their semantic/pragmatic function. Conversely, differences in their meaning components can be expected to be reflected in differences in their lexical and/or grammatical properties. The principle has received empirical support; for example, Wulff (2006) demonstrated that go-V and go-and-V constructions cannot be considered synonymous. The principle of no synonymy is pivotal for this study, as it hinges on the interaction between two or more of the following: a) the type of construction (e.g., conditional, indirect interrogative); b) the subordinator of the construction (e.g., if, in case, whether); c) (in bi-partite constructions) the subordinate and matrix parts; d) (in bi-partite constructions) the type of link holding between the two parts.
2.3.
LG and CxG: Main differences and theoretical implications
LG and CxG converge in two main respects: both see lexis and grammar as interconnected, and both posit units which specify elements of form and semantic/pragmatic function (extended unit of meaning and construction, respectively). As far as the aims and scope of this study are concerned, the fundamental difference between the two approaches is the relative importance they assign to lexis and grammar.
LG treats lexis as central, determining the grammar of the patterns they form (hence the optionality of colligation), whereas CxG treats lexical, semantic/pragmatic, morphosyntactic, and phonological attributes as equally important components of a construction. A second important difference is that LG privileges syntagmatic relations (linear patterns) over paradigmatic relations, usually to the exclusion of the latter, whereas CxG includes both dimensions within a construction, while assigning equal status to both. Due to the above differences, each theory would provide different explanations of the ML of if-conditionals.
LG would explain it as the result of the semantic preference of the subordinator (established via its collocation patterns), whereas CxG would explain it as being part of the meaning component of the conditional construction. However, conditionals can have quite complex and entangled surface forms, such as containing elements extraneous to the construction, or having elements of the protasis embedded in the apodosis (Gabrielatos 2005 (Gabrielatos , 2010 . In this light, an approach that favours linear co-occurrence relations, usually limited to a span of 4-5 words around the node, does not seem useful. It will be shown in the analysis that the collocation patterns of if can be regarded as reflecting not only its semantics, but also the semantics of the structures of which it is a component part.
Aims, Data, and Methodology

Aims
The analysis has two related aims. The first aim is to establish the ML of the sample of ifconditionals in relation to the samples of the following structures:
• Written British English seen as a whole (baseline).
• Conditionals with other subordinators (assuming, in case, on condition, provided, supposing, unless) .
• Conditional-concessives with even if and whether.
• Non-conditional structures taken collectively.
• Non-conditionals with subordinators containing if: indirect interrogatives with if and structures of comparison with as if, as well as the same type of structures introduced by whether and as though, respectively.
• Non-conditionals introduced by the conjunctions when and whenever, as they have been compared to unmodalized conditionals (e.g., Athanasiadou & Dirven 1996 :617, 1997 Palmer 1990:174-175) .
The second aim is to examine the extent to which the ML patterns emerging from the analysis can be better explained with recourse to the tenets of LG or CxG. More specifically, the study will examine if the ML patterns are due to the meaning of the subordinator (as LG would predict) or the nature of the structure (as CxG would predict).
The baseline and non-conditionals will provide initial reference points against which the ML of the structures in focus can be compared. Comparisons between if-conditionals and other conditionals will help investigate whether all conditionals have similar ML, and, if this is not the case, the extent to which the ML of a conditional could be attributed to its subordinator.
Comparisons with indirect interrogatives with if, as well as with conditional-concessives with even_if and structures of comparison with as_if, will help investigate the extent to which the ML can be ascribed to the conditional construction and/or the presence of if in the subordinator.
Comparisons with conditional-concessives with whether, indirect interrogatives with whether, and structures of comparison with as_though will provide a reference point for conditionalconcessives, indirect interrogatives, and structures of comparison that do not contain the word if in their subordinators -offering further opportunities to examine the influence of if on the ML. The latter aim is of theoretical significance, as LG would predict that the ML is due to the semantic preference of if (i.e., its significantly frequent co-occurrence with modal markers), whereas CxG would predict that the ML results from the combination of the nature of the construction family (conditionals) and the subordinator if, which differentiates if-conditionals from other members of this construction family (e.g., conditionals with assuming).
Data and Extraction Techniques
The analysis was carried out manually on random samples from the written BNC (henceforth BNCw), using BNCweb (Hoffmann et al. 2008) . In order to maximize the number of relevant structures in each sample, complex queries were used. More precisely, some queries specified the word strings to be returned, whereas others specified the word clusters to be excluded by means of regular expressions (see Appendix). 4 The word clusters to be included in, or excluded from, queries were established through the combination of at least two of the following techniques: a) Identifying relevant clusters in lists provided in descriptive grammars. For example, Quirk et al. (1985 Quirk et al. ( :1182 list introductory verbs used in interrogative structures with if (e.g., wonder if). b) Narrowing the query to a word tagged for a particular grammatical property in the BNC (e.g., when as a subordinator). c) Examining frequent collocates of relevant subordinators (e.g., assuming, in case), as well as sorted concordances of the collocations, in order to establish word clusters to include in, or exclude from, the query.
All the resulting samples were checked manually, and the structures not matching the intended content were removed. The samples initially comprised 1000 s-units (unless BNCw contained fewer instances). 5 Table 1 specifies the sample sizes after the manual cleaning, and the shorthand to be used when referring to the structures in each sample. Two observations can be made regarding the use of complex queries in this study (and, by extension, similar studies). In terms of methodological significance, they can be used to derive random samples with higher precision, that is, a higher proportion of relevant content (BaezaYates & Ribeiro-Neto 1999:75; Chowdhury 2004:170) . For example, the random sample of 1,000 s-units returned by the query 'if' in Gabrielatos (2006) yielded 781 conditionals (a precision of 78.1 percent), whereas the complex query used in this study (see Appendix) had a precision of 95.9 percent. In terms of descriptive significance, complex queries can furnish insights regarding the lexical characteristics of particular structures. The manual examination of the sample of non-conditionals suggests that the vast majority of conditionals in BNCw are introduced by the subordinators assuming, if, in case, supposing, and unless -as the sample derived through the exclusion of these words contained a mere 0.5 percent of conditionals. More significantly, considering that the seven conditional structures examined here account for about 99.5 percent of all tokens of conditionals, if-conditionals appear to represent about 80 percent of conditionals in written British English. This supports Dancygier's (1998:14) statement that "if is seen as the primary exponent of conditional meaning in English." The above suggest that the conditionals selected for analysis here account for the overwhelming majority of all conditionals, and, thus, provide a comprehensive picture -with if-conditionals being an excellent candidate for a case study.
Modal Markers
This study adopts an inclusive view of modal markers, that is, it recognizes that modality in English can be marked via a large range of lexicogrammatical means (Halliday 2004:89, 354-356; Hoye 1997; Huddleston & Pullum 2002:117, 147-149, 172-175; Leech 2004:14-16, 36-40, 116; Lyons 1977:451-452, 769, 794, 805-806, 815, 820; Nuyts 2001:29; Palmer 1986:4-6, 97, 108-115, 126; Palmer 1987:44-46; Perkins 1983:106-108; Quirk et al. 1985:137, 147, 188, 236-239) . More precisely, the following types of modal markers are recognized in this study (Quirk et al. 1985:137, 147, 188, 236-239 ):
1. Morphological marking of lexical verbs (not themselves modal): imperative, past tense, past/present subjunctive. 2. Auxiliary or lexical verbs with modal meaning:
• central modals (can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, would) • marginal modals (e.g., dare, need, ought to)
• modal idioms (e.g., had better, would rather)
• semi-auxiliaries (e.g., be able to, be going to, be obliged to)
• catenative verbs (e.g., appear to, seem to)
• mental state predicates (e.g., think, believe, hope, wish) 3. Structures involving nouns with modal sense (e.g., The possibility exists that …). 4. Structures involving adjectives with modal sense (e.g., probable, desirable): BE + modal adjective + infinitive / that-clause 5. Adverbs with modal sense (e.g., possibly, probably)
As some of the above lexicogrammatical means (e.g., past tense) do not mark modality in all contexts, their modal nature was established via the manual examination of the sentences in the samples. When the sentence itself did not provide enough contextual clues, sentences preceding and/or following it were also examined.
Metrics
The quantitative examination of the ML of different structures for purposes of comparison needs to address the fact that some attested constructions will be more "grammatically intricate" than others (Halliday 2004:654) , that is, they will have more constituent clauses. The number of clauses plays a significant role in a corpus-based quantitative analysis, in that the more embedded clauses a structure contains, the more opportunities for modal marking exist. Essentially, then, the analysis should examine the proportion of those modalization opportunities that are realized within each sample. In order for the comparisons of the ML among the different constructions examined in this study to be meaningful (and, hence, useful) the ML metric needs to be normalized. Following Ball (1994:297-299) , the clause, rather than the word-form, is used as the unit of analysis.
One metric employed in the analysis is an adaptation of "lexical density" (Halliday 2004:654-655) : the average number of content words per clause. 6 For the purposes of this study, this metric was adapted to the calculation of the average number of modal markings per clause, and was termed 'modal density' (henceforth, MD) (Gabrielatos 2010:50-52) . Please note that MD should not be understood as the average number of modalized clauses. The utility of MD is demonstrated by examining (2) and (3) Although both (2) and (3) carry the same number of modal markings (two) -could and would in (2) , and the imperative (try) and can in (3) -they comprise different number of clauses (two and four, respectively), so (2) has twice the MD of (3). Also note that, although (2) and (3) differ substantially in the number of their constituent clauses, they contain almost the same number of words (19 and 22, respectively). Therefore, if we approached the extent of their modal marking by simply taking into account the number of words in each (as in a keyword analysis), we would be misled in concluding that the two examples were modalized almost to the same extent. MD analysis can be seen as a form of manual collocation analysis, with the span being variable, yet clearly defined, in that the span is the clause. 7 Also, in some respects, the methodology used in this study shows similarities to "collostructional analysis" (Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004; Stefanowitsch & Gries 2003) . However, as was mentioned above, this study is not concerned with the frequency of individual lexical modal markers, but with the collective frequency of lexicogrammatical means of modal marking. An equally important difference is that, in this study, the slot is not syntactically fixed, as both lexical and morphological modal marking can occur in different clausal constituents (e.g., different phrases). The similarity between the two approaches rests on their focus on a) elements within (constituent parts of) particular types of structures, and b) meaning, as "the meaning of a construction tends to harmonize with the meanings of the lexical elements that typically occur in it" (Hilpert 2014:392) .
However, on its own, MD may not be a dependable indicator, as a high MD may be the result of a number of heavily modalized structures in the sample (see also Gries 2008:404) . In such a case, a sample might show a high MD (relative to another sample) despite a large number (even the majority) of structures in it being modally unmarked. For example, in (4) To take account of such an eventuality, the analysis will combine MD with a second metric, 'modalization spread' (MS), which approaches modal marking in an either/or manner, namely, the proportion of modally marked structures in a sample, irrespective of the number of modalizations (Gabrielatos 2010:51-52) . Table 2 provides a summary of the characteristics and utility of the two metrics. The combination of the two metrics (MD and MS) provides the modal load (ML) of the target structures. It must be clarified that a single ML score cannot be calculated, as MD and ML examine the extent of modal marking from different perspectives. Rather, the ML is examined in two complementary ways: a) through its graphical representation, by plotting the MD and MS values of the target structures and b) through the clustering of the structures in focus based on the combination of the MD and MS values, using hierarchical cluster analysis (see also Gabrielatos et al. 2010:307-308) . 
Utility
Helps comparison by normalising the complexity of the constructions in the sample.
Corrects for heavily modalized constructions in the sample.
Hierarchical cluster analysis is a family of statistical techniques used in assigning objects (in our case, structures) to groups (clusters) according to their degree of similarity/dissimilarity in relation to a set of variables (in our case, MD and MS scores), with the objective of creating a classification (Everitt 1993:1, 6-7; Gan et al. 2007 :3-5, Romesburg 1984 . This study employs the "agglomerative" method, which begins by treating each structure as a separate cluster, and then assigns the structure to clusters according to the (dis)similarity of their MD and MS values; that is, it is a bottom-up technique (Everitt 1993:55-57; Gan et al. 2007:9) . 8 As it makes no initial assumptions of similarity, the agglomerative method is consistent with the empirical nature of the study. The degree of (dis)similarity is measured using the "Euclidian distance", which computes the square root of the sum of the squares of the pairwise differences in the MD and/or MS values (Gan et al. 2007:326) . To account for the different nature of MD and MS, their values are standardized using the z-score (Everitt 1993:38-40, 47; Romesburg 1984:83, 211-213) . The distance between clusters (or already established clusters and structures not yet assigned to a cluster) is calculated using "average group linkage": the average of the distances between all the values in each cluster (Sneath & Sokal 1973:222) . This determines the allocation of constructions to (initial or existing) clusters, as well as the conflation of existing clusters into more inclusive ones. This method has been shown to consistently produce clear and useful classifications (Adamson & Bawden 1981:208) . The analysis will also examine pairwise differences in MD and MS of adjacent constructions (when ranked in reverse order of their MD or MS values). Differences above 25 percent will be considered sizeable; statistical significance will be calculated via the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). BIC is calculated using the log-likelihood (LL) value of the frequency difference and the combined size of the compared corpora (N), as follows: BIC ≈ LL -log(N). A BIC value of two or above is deemed to show dependable differences (for details, see Wilson 2013) . If structures with the same subordinator show similar ML, regardless of the type of structure, this can be seen as support for LG. If different structures show different ML, regardless of their subordinator, this can be seen as support for CxG.
Analysis and Discussion
It would be useful to preface the analysis with some quantitative observations, which put the observed ML patterns in perspective. Modal marking in written British English (baseline) is anything but infrequent: on average, we can expect two in five s-units to be modalized (MS=40.94), and one modal marking per four clauses (MD=27.72). Regarding the word if, the overwhelming majority (85 percent) of if tokens can be expected to be subordinators of conditional structures (Gabrielatos 2007b:3) ; the rest are subordinators of indirect interrogatives and, as part of multi-word units, subordinators of conditional-concessives (even if), and structures of comparison (as if) (Quirk et al. 1985 (Quirk et al. :1110 . This clearly indicates that, syntactically, if is not a free agent; its collocation patterns only exist within a small number of structures. (provided-cnd, assuming-cnd, unless-cnd, supposing-cnd) . In general, however, purely conditional structures (as opposed to conditional-concessives) have higher MD and MS than the baseline. Only two conditionals show similar MD values with the baseline, and all MS differences but one are sizeable and statistically significant. 10 At this point, it must be stressed that conditionals do not form a unified category in terms of their MD and MS values, as certain members have similar, or even lower, MD and MS when compared to some nonconditional structures. For example, in_case-cnd and on_condition-cnd have similar MD and MS with if-q, whether-q, as_if-c, and as_though-c. The similarity of the MD and MS values of the two interrogative structures and the two comparison structures would suggest that the ML is not merely due to the presence or absence of if, but can be attributed to the semantic nature of the entire structure. However, this is not the case with the two concessive-conditionals: even_if-cc have higher MD and MS than whether-cc (66 percent, BIC=28.33 and 36 percent, BIC=1.55, respectively), which points towards an explanation in terms of the respective modal attraction of the subordinators, rather than the semantic nature of conditional-concessives. Still, as_if-c has lower MD and MS than as_though-c, which suggests that the ML does not depend solely on the semantic nature of the subordinator. This is also supported by the observation that constructions with the same subordinator do not consistently show similar MD and MS: if-cnd have significantly higher MD and MS than if-q, and whether-q have significantly higher MD than whether-cc (but similar MS). The above results lead us back to the question of whether the ML of a structure can be ascribed to the semantic preference of the subordinator, irrespective of the type of structure (as would be predicted by LG), or the nature of the structure (e.g., conditional, indirect interrogative), perhaps with variations according to the particular subordinator (as would be predicted by CxG). Dancygier (1998:14) recognizes the importance of this question, stating that "[t]he most controversial aspect of conditional constructions is the contribution of if itself to the meaning of the utterance as a whole." Further indications will be sought in considering the combination of MD and MS values in the cluster analysis, in conjunction with the examination of scatterplots. Figure 1 shows the intersection of MD and MS values: the more to the top-right corner a value is depicted, the higher the ML (dotted lines indicate the baseline values). Here, it is shown more clearly that if-cnd have a distinctly higher ML than all other structures, and that most other conditionals share a similar ML. This observation is supported by the examination of ML clustering ( Figure 2 ): the earlier ML values cluster, the more similar they are; the numbers on the top horizontal axis indicate the stage at which a (new) cluster is formed. Most conditionals (including if-cnd) are placed in the same penultimate cluster, but if-cnd is the last structure to join this cluster (stage 15), and can therefore be seen as being distinct from the other conditionals in terms of their ML. Also, in_case-cnd and on_condition-cnd belong to a different penultimate cluster from other conditionals, and they do not combine with each other until stage 10. Similarly, the two conditional concessives (even_if-cc, whether-cc) belong to different penultimate clusters, and the two comparison structures (as_if-c, as_though-c) only combine in stage 6 -only the two indirect interrogatives (if-q, whether-q) cluster together fairly quickly (stage 4). These patterns would seem to challenge explanations in terms of the nature of the structure. At the same time, the two structures with if (if-cnd, if-q) belong to different penultimate clusters, while the two structures with whether (whether-cc, whether-q) only combine just before the penultimate cluster. In sum, the clustering of MD and MS values does not provide adequate support for a clear interpretation in terms of either the semantic preference of the subordinator, or the nature of the structure.
The ML analysis has also provided evidence that unmodalized conditionals cannot be usefully treated as synonymous to when-t or whenever-t, as is proposed in some classifications of conditionals, which also indirectly treat these structures as if they were typically unmodalized (e.g., Athanasiadou & Dirven 1996 :617, 1997 see also Palmer 1990:174-175) . In Figure 2 , when-t, whenever-t and if-cnd belong to completely different clusters. Also, the analysis has shown that when-t and whenever-t are not routinely unmodalized, quite the contrary: more than half of whenever-t and more than one-third of when-t can be expected to be modalized (MS=54.12 and MS=38.80, respectively) -see Table 4 above. 
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At this point we need to consider that the ML of bipartite structures may not reflect the semantic preference of their subordinator within the usual short collocation span of 4-5 words, and/or that any putative colligations of the subordinators are restricted to the subordinate part of the structures. One way towards resolving the issue of the influence of the subordinator is to reconsider the notion of semantic preference and, by extension, the notion of collocation as a determinant of meaning.
LG posits that word-forms derive meaning through their collocational patterning (i.e., from the meaning of their collocates). However, the argument can be reversed: it can be equally argued that it is the particular meaning(s) of an item which determine its collocational patterns (see Leech 1981:17; Lyons 1977:613) . What is more, this LG tenet is not devoid of circularity: if we start from a null position (i.e., that no word has meaning on its own, but derives it from its collocates) and apply the same principle to its collocates, we end up with frequent co-occurrence of meaningless forms. Lyons (1977:265) cautions against adopting either of the two extreme views:
We must not go from the one extreme of saying that the collocations of a lexeme are determined by its meaning or meanings (where meaning is defined independently of syntagmatic considerations) to the other extreme of defining the meaning of a lexeme to be no more than the set of its collocations.
However, even a moderate view of the relation between collocability and meaning, that is, that the meaning of a word affects, but does not fully determine, the collocates it attracts, does not help resolve the question of why, for instance, the ML of if-cnd differs significantly from that of if-q. An approach that seems more promising in resolving the circularity described above is the examination of collocation within "grammatical matrices" (Mitchell 1971:65) . This approach is consistent with the tenets of CxG: instead of positing that the meaning of a word is reflected in its collocates (irrespective of grammatical context), we can posit that the meaning of the collocates a word attracts (its semantic preference) depends on the meaning this word has when it is part of a given construction (see also Goldberg 1995:12-13; Tomasello, 2003:160-161) . That is, it could be argued that the ML differences of structures with the same subordinator, such as if-cnd and if-q, are due to polysemy. This approach allows us to hypothesize, for example, that the word-form if in conditionals has a different meaning from the word-form if in indirect interrogatives (henceforth ifcnd and ifq, respectively), with the latter being synonymous with whether in indirect interrogatives (whetherq). As a result of their different senses, the hypothesis would go, ifcnd and ifq have different semantic preference patterns -in this case, higher or lower attraction to modal markers. This hypothesis will be examined in the next section, which looks at the ML of the subordinate and matrix parts of the structures in focus.
ML in Subordinate and Matrix Parts
This section will examine the ML of the subordinator within the syntactic unit it introduces (i.e., the subordinate part of the structure). This is compatible with both LG and CxG: in LG, extended units of meaning are established by examining patterns within a short span around the core (Sinclair 1996:75-90) ; in CxG, constructions can be sub-parts of more complex constructions (Goldberg 1995:78) . In addition, these values will also be compared to the ML of the matrix parts of these structures, which will determine the extent to which each part contributes to the ML of the whole structure (Tables 5 and 6 ). The ML comparison of subordinate parts would seem to provide some support for the semantic influence of the subordinator, but far from conclusively ( Table 5 ). The subordinate parts of ifcnd, if-q, and as_if-c have very similar MD and MS, but this is not the case for even_if-cc. It could be argued that this does not pose a problem for LG, as it could be posited that as_if and even_if, although containing he word if, are individual lexical items, and can be expected to have their own semantic preferences. This argument, however, is not supported by the ML of the two constructions with whether, which exhibit an extremely large MD difference: whetherq has more than three times the MD and MS of whether-cc (BIC 42.79 and 36.54, respectively) . On the other hand, there are no consistent patterns in terms of construction family. For example, the subordinate parts of most conditionals (assuming-cnd, in case-cnd, on_condition-cnd, provided-cnd) have MD values no higher than the baseline. The picture is equally unclear when looking at MS values (Table 6 ). Neither all structures of the same type, nor all subordinate parts with the same subordinator, have similar MS. For example, whether-q has almost four times the MD and MS of whether-cc (BIC 42.79 and 36.54, respectively) . Finally, we need to briefly discuss an interesting pattern in the ML of subordinate parts: most values can be interpreted as showing degrees of repulsion (rather than attraction) to modality (Renouf & Banerjee 2007) , as all but two MS values, and more than half of the MD values, are below the baseline. The lack of consistent indications supporting either the influence of the subordinator or the constructional nature is more clearly demonstrated in the scatterplot and clusters in terms of ML ( Figures 3 and 4) . Most structures of the same type (conditionals, conditional-concessives, indirect interrogatives) do not cluster together (with the exception of comparison structures, which meet at stage 3), but neither do structures with the same subordinator (if, whether). We will return to this pattern at the end of this section. At this point we will re-visit the hypothesis that polysemy can explain the ML patterns of subordinate parts. The subordinators if and whether will be used as a case study, as they are found in four different structures (if-cnd, if-q, whether-cc, whether-q) . For the sake of the argument we will posit different meanings for if and whether according to the structure they are part of (ifcnd, ifq, whethercc, whetherq) , while also positing that the ML of the subordinate part of each structure is due to the semantic preference of each of the four different form-sense combinations. For the hypothesis to stand, the subordinate parts of if-cnd must have different ML from those of if-q, with the same holding between whether-cc and whether-q. Table 7 , which summarizes the relevant results of the ML analysis of subordinate parts, shows that this is not consistently the case. The symbol '>' indicates sizeable and statistically significant differences, whereas '=' indicates similar MD and MS values. 
Although whether-cc and whether-q have significantly different ML (whether-q has almost four times the MD and MS of whether-cc), if-cnd and if-q have identical MD and similar MS (Tables  5 and 6 ). Translated into LG notions, Table 7 shows that, as regards modality, whethercc and whetherq show different semantic preferences, but ifcnd and ifq have almost identical ones. The latter ML similarity is consistent with Dancygier's (1998:195) conclusion that "the if of embedded questions is clearly related to the if of conditional constructions." Therefore, the hypothesis that differences in ML patterns between structures sharing the same subordinator can be ascribed to these subordinators being polysemous does not seem to be supported by the analysis so far. The above results seem to support the interpretation that any ML similarities/differences are due to the respective meaning components of a structure, rather than solely the semantic preference of its subordinator. For example, the differences in the ML of the subordinate parts of whether-q and whether-cc ( Table 7 above) can be ascribed to the different structures they are components of, rather than (only) the putative polysemy of whether. In this regard, the analysis does not support treating the word if as entering into a variety of linear patterns, each reflecting the various senses of if. What is more, given that about 85 percent of the instances of if are in conditionals, a grammar-independent collocation analysis of if would predominantly reveal the words and senses co-occurring with if within conditionals.
The remainder of this section will examine the ML of structures while also taking into account the ML of their two parts. More specifically, it will discuss the relative effect of the ML of subordinate and matrix parts of the structures in focus, by examining the ratio of MD and MS in subordinate and matrix parts, respectively. For example, the MD ratio will be derived by dividing the MD of the subordinate part with the MD of the matrix part. Figure 5 depicts the MD and MS ratios plotted against each other. The intersection of the dotted lines shows the position of a balanced ML, that is, when subordinate and matrix parts have the same MD and MS (ratio=1). Structures depicted in the top right-hand quarter show higher ML in the subordinate part, whereas those depicted in the bottom left-hand quarter show higher ML in the matrix part. Pertinent to the discussion is the marked difference in ML balance between the structures with if and whether. The cluster analysis ( Figure 6 ) confirms the lack of consistent patterning of ratios in terms of subordinators: if-cnd belongs to a completely different cluster from if-q, as do whether-cc and whether-q. On the other hand, there is some consistent clustering in terms of structure types, but not in early clusters. Conditionals, indirect interrogatives and comparison structures only meet very late (in the penultimate cluster), with early clusters consisting of a mix of constructions. The above do not seem to support an interpretation in terms of the collocational attraction of the words if or whether. Rather, the clustering supports approaching the subordinate parts as constructions in their own right, while also accepting them as an integral part of the more complex construction they are a component of. More precisely, the ML of the subordinate part in a bi-partite construction can be understood to be in line with the semantic function of the construction as a whole, while the balance of the ML between its subordinate and matrix part can be seen to reflect the semantic link between them (itself a component of constructional meaning). 
Focus on Types of If-conditionals
The final part of the ML analysis will focus on the two main sub-types of if-cnd: "direct" (DIR) and "indirect" (IND) (Quirk et al. 1985 (Quirk et al. :1088 (Quirk et al. -1097 . In DIR, the realization of the content of the apodosis -that is, the action, situation, prediction, inference etc. expressed in it -depends on the realization, actuality or factuality of the content of the protasis. For example, in (5) the prediction expressed in the apodosis is directly dependent on the actualization of the premise in the protasis. In IND, it is not the content of the apodosis that is contingent on the protasis, but either the relevance of its uttering, or the wording/clarity of its content. This is illustrated in (6): the content of the evaluative comment in the apodosis is not contingent on the listener's understanding or agreement; rather the protasis functions as a hedged introduction to the comment in the apodosis. The semantic difference of the protasis-apodosis link in DIR and IND is mirrored by their syntactic difference: the protasis is an adjunct in DIR, but a disjunct in IND (Quirk et al. 1985 (Quirk et al. :612-631, 1072 if-cnd-DIR, if-cnd-IND, and if-q. As shown in Figure 7 , if-cnd-DIR immediately cluster with if-q, while it takes twenty-five iterations for them to join if-cnd-IND. The very different ML of the subordinate parts of if-cnd-DIR and if-cnd-IND is explained when we examine the MD and ML ratios in their subordinate and matrix parts. As seen in Figure 8 , IND have a higher ratio than DIR, which indicates that the similar ML of the whole structures hides differences in the distribution of ML in their subordinate and matrix parts: DIR have a much more uneven ML distribution in their respective parts than IND ( Figure 9 ). 
Conclusions
This study provided a quantitative measure of the connection between conditionals and modality. The analysis revealed that the ML of conditionals, and if-conditionals in particular, is significantly higher than the baseline and non-conditional constructions, as well as most, but not all, non-conditional constructions. More importantly, if-conditionals showed a distinctly higher ML than other conditional constructions. Further studies could usefully examine the ML of structures in which if and as if act as complements (as suggested by López-Couso & Méndez-Naya 2001 , 2014 , and any implications this may have for the classification of ifconditionals. It would also be useful to examine the frequency of individual modal markers in relation to the different types of if-conditionals.
The analysis also showed that the observed ML patterns cannot be fully explained by recourse to the type or semantic nature of either the subordinator or the structure, when each is considered on its own. An explanation in terms of the semantic preference of the subordinator (which emerges from its collocation patterns), that is, an explanation in terms of LG, would need to posit a polysemous if -a hypothesis that was not supported by the analysis. More importantly, the putative multiple senses of if would need to be defined with reference to particular grammatical structures -for example, ifcnd would need to be defined as 'the sense of if when it is the subordinator in conditional structures'. In addition, the collocation span itself would need to be defined syntactically (i.e., co-occurrence within the subordinate part of a structure), rather than, as LG posits, lexically (i.e., co-occurrence within a particular number of word-forms around the node). This is because if is used in a small number of structures; therefore, a syntax-independent collocational analysis of if would not reveal useful patterns, as it would provide a homogenized picture of its semantic preference -a picture that would be further distorted by the influence of the most frequent structure that if is part of (if-conditionals). However, neither would an interpretation in terms of the nature of a structure provide a 
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satisfactory explanation, as it would fail to account for the different ML patterns of the same type of structure with by different subordinators.
The analysis seems to support the interpretation that the ML is the result of the combined effect of the subordinator and the type of structure. That is, the results support an explanation that is fully consistent with the tenets of CxG, as the subordinator can be a component of different constructions. More so, CxG accounts for the interaction between all components of a construction through the "principle of no synonymy" (Goldberg 1995:67) ; that is, morphosyntactic and/or lexical differences between constructions lead to semantic/pragmatic differences, and vice versa. In this light, CxG clearly demonstrates a stronger explanatory power, since a construction specifies morphosyntactic, lexical and semantic attributes (among others), which it also treats as having equal importance. In other words, the observed ML patterns cannot be seen to "belong" (Hunston & Francis 2000:1-2) to different senses of if. Rather, it seems more plausible to explain the ML patterns in terms of similarities and differences between different constructions, which are, in turn, influenced by the meaning of their respective components (which are themselves constructions). This is not to say that the constructs of collocation and its semantic extension, semantic preference, are not useful. On the contrary, they can be both incorporated into the lexical and semantic components of a construction. However, this would entail treating collocation as a lexicogrammatical, rather than a purely lexical, relation (Gabrielatos 2018:266 ; see also Hughes 2018) . For example, in the case of if-constructions, the collocation pattern and resulting semantic preference of the subordinator if would be one of the constructional meaning components interacting with higher level components − i.e., those relating to the function of the construction as a whole, and each of its two constituent parts. It can be posited that the semantic component specifies the probability that particular (combinations of) modality types can be expected to be marked within particular elements of a construction -for example, within the protasis and apodosis of an if-conditional. The analysis has also provided indications that constructions belonging to different families may also share characteristics. For example, if-cnd and if-q have comparable ML in their subordinate parts -a feature which can be attributed to the semantic nature of if (seen as a construction in its own right). At the same time, not all conditional constructions exhibited similar ML, whereas sub-types of if-conditionals (DIR and IND) showed diverging MLs in their constituent parts. The above seem to suggest that constructional family members are further differentiated by a number of interacting constructional elements -in our case, the subordinator and the type of conditional.
In conclusion, the analysis has provided strong indications that CxG rather than LG can account for the ML patterns found in this study. It was also shown that ML patterns are sensitive to different combinations of constructional attributes, as would be predicted by the principle of no synonymy. This suggests that subordinators, rather than being the core of a lexical item (as posited by LG), are more usefully seen as one of many components defining a construction (as posited by CxG). Consequently, if a semantic attraction of the subordinator can be posited, this has to be understood as being influenced by the type of construction that the subordinator is used in. In this light, semantic preference could be more usefully treated as part of a construction's semantic component. The word-form provided was not excluded, because an examination of a random sample of 200 instances indicated that its use as a verb is much more frequent than its use as a conditional subordinator -and its exclusion from the noncnd sample would potentially skew it. It was, therefore, decided to remove any conditionals with provided during the manual analysis.
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